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COPYRIGHT TO STANDARDS
PSK Standardisointiyhdistys ry (PSK; aka PSK Standards Association and PSK Standardisointi) is
the owner of the copyright to PSK standards. The standards are copyright protected works.
Permission from PSK is required even if only part of the standard is copied for work purposes or
preparing thereof according to rules set below.
PSK’s member companies
The member companies have the full right to use and copy standards for their own use. Copying of
standards is not recommended, for example, for the purpose of adding them as attachments to
invitations to tender or other documents. It is not permitted to hand over to any third party a
package of standards given to a member company in an electronic format such as a CD/DVD disc
or USB memory. Right to use and copy is valid during the membership.
PSK’s client companies
PSK’s client companies are non-member companies, which purchase standards in separate
editions. The client companies may copy standards for their internal administrative use such as
engineering, research and internal communications. The amount copied must not exceed half of
the standard or 5 pages. It is not permitted to copy standards, for example, for the purpose of
adding them as attachments to invitations to tender or other documents.
Companies providing educational services
Member companies providing educational services are permitted to use standards in their
educational purposes. They are permitted to copy up to one quarter or two pages of the standard
in delivered training material.
Member schools and educational institutes
Staff and full-time students during their studies of member schools and educational institutes have
the full right to use and copy standards in their operations related to study and research.
In addition to rules above
The original information and designations related to PSK and copyright have to be clearly visible
even in partial copies of PSK standards.

